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All Are One
 
It began as just a point of light
The depth of it's brightness
Shown on through the night
It sang and danced as it carelessly grew
Caring not of what they already knew
Sharing none of this light with those who did need
Thinking nothing of others, powered by greed
A day finally came when pure darkness arrived
Standing one all alone it would not survive
It floundered and circled and let out a cry
The others together, bright as the sun sky
Helplessly mourned as this point of light died
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Blame
 
This thing has taken away your life
Taken away your laughter, your tears
Your confidence, your fears
I hate it; and you so much
It is consuming me; like you
I am afraid of you, afraid of me
So sad about what you've become
So sad about what must be done
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Got Lost
 
I remember lights bursting, flashing
Such disconnected thoughts
Chaos
What had we done?
Our own souls ran away from us
I don't remember anything else
It was the day I lost myself
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Grow Up
 
Put whole self in, shook about
Never was there any doubt
Crossed too many lines
Ignored all of the signs
 
Now here I sit
Wondering why
Didn't somebody tell me
Go ahead, cry
 
It won't get you anywhere
Escape is not near
Really look in that mirror
It's time...
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Sweet Addiction
 
My mind's eye is blinded
By what I have found
A powerful calmness
I'm not homeward bound
Oh let it end
But wait just awhile
I'll try it once more
Remember to smile
Can I do this again
Is it the same day
Can I do this again
I'll fall and fly away
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